College & career awareness for every student, in every grade, with no additional staffing, no lesson planning, and no changes to student schedules! Even as early as middle school, students encounter obstacles that might prevent them from pursuing post-secondary education. This series of engaging, visually appealing, and grade-appropriate videos is custom-made for Louisiana students.

**SERVICE FEATURES:**

- Two modules per grade of digital career exploration and self-awareness activities that can be integrated into your school’s learning platform and delivered in your school’s timeline
- Interactive activities include quizzes that can be graded and student responses that are captured in a format that is easily shared with counselors
- Modules can be easily embedded into any course curriculum and virtual classroom platform. Professional development for educators, CEU credits available
- Modules may be facilitated by a Career Compass college & career coach, when requested

Virtual coaching is available for students who may not be on campus. All materials can be modified to accommodate special populations.

**FROM A CAREER COMPASS GRADUATE:**

I worked with Career Compass starting in 9th grade through high school graduation. Working with Career Compass over multiple years made me feel more and more secure about my future.
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